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We show that for every context free language L ov r some alphabet 27 there 
effectively exists a test set F, that is a finite subset of L such that, for any pair 
(g, h) of homomorphisms on 2?*, g(x) = h(x) for each x in F implies g(x) = 
h(x) for all x in L. This result is then extended from homomorphisms to deter- 
ministic generalized sequential machine mappings defined by machnies with 
uniformly bounded number of states. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Problems concerning homomorphism equivalence have been intensively studied 
recently. Specifically, the homomorphic equivalence problem for a language 
family ~ is the following: Given a languageL in ~o and two homomorphisms g and 
h determine whether g and h are equivalent on L, i.e., whether or not g(w) = h(w) 
holds for all words w in L. It has been shown in Culik and Salomaa (1978) that 
there exists a uniform algorithm answering this question for any context free 
language L. In Culik and Richier (1979) the problem has been shown decidable 
also for ETOL languages over two-letter alphabets. It was conjectured in Culik 
and Salomaa (1978) that the problem is decidable for indexed languages, however, 
at the present ime it is open even for DOL languages (over at least three-letter 
alphabets). Actually, the homomorphic equivalence problem for DOL languages 
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can be easily shown to be equivalent to the HDOL sequence quivalence problem, 
a well-known open problem. The homomorphic equivalence problem for 
(deterministic) ontext sensitive languages has been shown undecidable in Culik 
and Salomaa (1978). The decidability of homomorphic equivalence has many 
applications, the most important is probably in the proof of the DOL equivalence 
problem, Culik and Fris (1977). For applications to transducers, ee Culik (1979), 
where the main result is the decidability of the equivalence problem between 
an unambiguous pushdown (algebraic) transducer and a functional finite 
(rational) transducer. 
In the terminology of equality sets, see Salomaa (1978), the homomorphisms 
g and h are equivalent on language L iffL _C E(g, h). For a number of additional 
references on equality sets and other topics discussed here see the survey, 
Culik (1980). 
Older than the above results but closely related is the following "Ehrenfeucht's 
conjecture:" Every language L has a finite subset F such that, for any pair of 
homomorphisms (g,h), g and h are equivalent on L iff they are equivalent on F. 
Such a finite set was called test set in Culik and Salomaa (1979) where it has been 
shown that the conjecture holds true for languages over a two-letter alphabet. 
It is also clear from the arguments in Culik and Salomaa (1978) that the conjec- 
ture holds for regular sets over any alphabet, and that in this case a finite test set 
can be effectively constructed. On the other hand it follows from the undecida- 
bility result mentioned above that for context sensitive languages finite test sets 
cannot exist effectively since that would, clearly, imply the decidability of homo- 
morphic equivalence for this family. 
Our main result (Theorem 1) is that a finite test set exists, and effectively so, 
for any context free language (given by a context free grammar). This result 
clearly implies the main result of Culik and Salomaa (1978), Theorem 4.1, 
namely, the decidability of homomorphic equivalence for context free languages. 
Our stronger esult does not follow from the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Culik 
and Salomaa (1978), nevertheless we use a similar basic technique ("generalized 
pumping"). 
We actually prove a somewhat stronger result, namely, that given a context free 
grammar G with n nonterminals and maximum nz letters at the right side of 
productions, the set of all words of L of the length at most m a~+l form a test set 
which does not otherwise depend on G. 
We conjecture that finite test sets effectively exist even for all indexed 
languages, however it follows from the above discussion that to show this even 
for DOL languages--a very special case of indexed languages-- seems to be very 
hard. 
In the last section we extend our results from homomorphisms to deterministic: 
generalized sequential machines (with accepting states) with uniformly bounded 
number of states. It is not difficult to see that even further extension to unambi- 
guous rational transducers with uniformly bounded number of states is possible. 
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Finaliy, we note that our Lemma 1 is an extension of Theorem 1 of Blattner 
and Head (1979). The main result (Theorem 2) of Blattner and Head (1979) gives 
implicitly a finite subset of the common domain for testing of equivalence for 
“deterministic finite transducers.” However, they do not consider the restriction 
to a context free language without which the problem is considerably easier. 
Compare also with the above mentioned problem between an unambiguous 
pushdown transducer and a functional finite transducer. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We study homomorphisms over free monoid Z* generated by finite set 
(alphabet) 2. The unit of Z* (the empty word) is denoted by E. The length of w 
in ,Z* is denoted by 1 w 1, the cardinality of a set S by card 5’. For the other 
elementary notions of formal language theory we refer the reader to Harrison 
(1978), Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) or Salomaa (1973). 
3. FINITE TEST SETS FOR CONTEXT FREE LANGUAGES 
We will show that if two arbitrary homomorphisms agree on all “short” 
strings of a context free language (CFL) they must agree on the whole language. 
The size of the strings which have to be considered will be shown to be inde- 
pendent of the homomorphisms. The proof will be based on “generalized 
pumping.” It is of interest that it is not sufficient to consider all strings derived 
with “one loop” as is shown by the following example. 
Consider the context free grammar (CFG) given by productions S ---f ~5% 1 c, 
i.e., L(G) = {@cbn / n > 01, and homomorphisms g, h given by 
d4 = 0 h(a) = 01 
g(b) = 100 h(b) = 00 
g(c) = E h(c) = E. 
Here, we have g(c) = h(c) = E, g(acb) = h(acb) = 0100, however, g(a2cb2) + 
h(a2cb2). 
We start with a simple lemma which modifies a well-known result, see e.g., 
Harrison (1978), Theorem 1.3.2. 
LEMMA 1. For some alphabet Z let u E zl+, v, w, x E Z* such that uvw = vx. 
Then there exist p E Z”, p’ E Z+, i > 1, j 3 0 such that u = (pp’)” and 
v = (pp’)jp. Furthermore, p, p’, i, j can be uniquely determined by chooszkg j pp’ 1 
minimal such that u = (pp’>“. 
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Proof. The equation uvw = vx implies that there exist y, z E Z* such that 
1 y / = / u / # 0 and x = yx. It follows that uv = vy and by Harrison (1978), 
Theorem 1.3.2 there exist Q, 4’ E ,P, k > 0 such that u = qq’ and v = (qq’)kq. 
We can always assume g’ # E, because in the case q’ = E we have u = q # E, 
2, = q”+l and by defining Y = E, Y’ = q we get the desired representation 
u = TY’, v = (YY’)k+lT. 
From u = qq’, v = (qq’)kq, q’ # E, k > 0 it is clear now that we can uniquely 
determine p E Z*, p’ E Z+, i > 1, j 2 0 such that 1 pp’ I is minimal and u = 
(PP’)“, v = (PP’YP. I 
The next lemma is crucial for the proof of our main theorem and might also 
have applications in the study of systems of equations over free monoids. 
It reflects the initial steps in a pumping situation and shows that the equi- 
valence of two homomorphisms cannot be destroyed by words containing at 
least three nested loops. 
DEFINITION. Let Z be an alphabet and 01, ,6, y, 5, b, 7 E E*. The set of 
pairs M = ((6, E>, (a, 61, (A ,@, (Y, 3, (4% 84 (my, YE), (fly, $)> is then 
called an initial loop set. 
LEMMA 2. Let lW be an initial loop set as above and u, w, y E Z*. If for 
any two homomorphisms g, h : ,Z* + A* 
g(uvwxy) = h(uvwxy) (1) 
holds fey all (v, x) E M then (1) I a so holds for (n, x) = (C&I, $G), i.e., 
g(uoipyw$&y) = h(uolpyw#&y). 
Proof. For notational convenience let pi := g(y), Q := h(T) for all v E Z*. 
Thus we have 
VJl%~lYl = 742*2W2X2Y2 for all (v, X) E M. (2) 
Since u1 must be a prefix of u2 or vice versa, and yr must be a postfix of ya or 
vice versa, there are p, u E A* such that one of the following four cases occurs: 
Case 1. Ul = U2P,Yl = uy,; Case 2. a1 = *2P3 Y2 = UYl 
Case 3. u2 = u,p, yz = oyl; Case 4. u2 = uIp, y1 = 0y2 
We will only consider Cases 1 and 2. Obviously, 1 and 3,2 and 4 are symmetrical. 
Case 1. Since uiwryr = uaw,y, and ui = u2p, y1 = oy2 we get pwlu = w2 
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and we can write (2) as uzpalwlxl~y, = u2v2pw10x2y2 and thus we have 
pvlwlxla = v2pw10x2 for all (v, X) E M. If p # E, then by Lemma 1, there exist 
p E Z*, p’ E ,Y+ and i, > 1 such that p = (pp’)%p and for each (v, X) E M there 
is a number i(u) 3 0 such that ZJ~ = (p~‘)~(~). 
By symmetric application of Lemma 1 to the postfix of pv,w,x,o = ~~pzurax, , 
0 # E implies 0 = (q’>jlq for some 4 E Z*, 4’ E .Z+,j, 3 1 and for each (21, X) EM 
there is aj(x) 3 0 such that x2 = (q’#z). 
For each (v, X) E M we define 
and 
Thus we have 
E2 := v2 if P=E 
:= (p'p)W if pfc 
- .- x2 .- x2 if U=E 
(q4’)m if G#E. 
- m 
VlWlXl = v2w’zx2 , for all (ZI, X) EM. (3) 
We can now reformulate the goal of this first section as follows: If vlwlxl = 
ii2w1Za for all (ZI, x) E M, then also 
%PlYlwlPl~l = ~2P2~24$2& . 
Subcase 1 .l. Let j 01~ ) = ) n!a 1. Then clearly ) a1 1 = ) ~a / and because of 
alwl~l = d,w,&, we have 
Furthermore, 
011 = % , 011 = & . (4) 
t%YlwlP1 = P2~2w1~2~2 (5) 
by assumption. Combining (4) and (5) we get the desired equation 
N 
%t%YlwlPl% = ~zF2~2w1~2P2& . 
Subcase 1.2. Let 1 olr 1 > 1 01~ j. Then there is a p E A+ such that 01~ = &a~ 
and from (3) we have 01 v w x & - B r7 w f 6 and vrwrxr = G2w1%2 for (v, x) E 11111- 22122 
((~9 4, (P, iii>, (x Y>)- Thus, 
pvlwlx& = G2w,f2;, = v1w1x1z2 
for (v, 4 E ((5 4, (A 81, (Y, jJ)). W e will consider now in more detail 
(6) 
PPlWl/%4 = PlWl/z& . (7) 
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Again, by Lemma 1 we conclude, that there are r ~ A*, r" ~ A+, k 1 ) 1, i(fi) ) 0 
such that/~ = (rr ')~l,  f i l  = ( r r ' )  i(o) r, where r, r ' ,  k l  , i ( f l )  can be uniquely deter- 
mined. Hence, Eq. (7) is reduced to 
w1 1 1 = wdl  . 
Thus, for w 1 there exist s ~ A* ,  s' ~ A+, i (w)  ~ 0 such that w 1 = (ss')i(W)s and by 
choosing ] ss' [ minimal ss' = r ' r .  
Doing the same for il l, we get/~1 = ( t t ' )  i(#lt and t t '  = s's if I tt '  I was chosen 
minimal. 
Finally, (7) is reduced to (t't)kla~ = ~2 • 
In/zwl& 1 = w l~,  which is Eq. (6) for (e, e), we insert now the representations 
of/~, w 1 
= 
From the uniqueness of r, r', s, s' we derive rr '  = ss' = r ' r  and (s's)k~&l = ~2 = 
(t 't)k~&l . Thus, t ' t  = s's = tt ' .  
From rr '  = r ' r ,  t t '  = t'  t, [ rr '  [ and [ t t '  [ being minimal, we conclude that there 
a re t~,~A +suchthatr  =t~ a,r '  =t~ a ' ,d~-d '= l , t=~7 e , t '=~7 e ' ,e~e=l ,  
(cf. Harrison 1978, Corollary on p. 9). Furthermore, ss' = t~ and s's = ~7, I~ = ~k~, 
fil = 19i(/3)+c/, Wl = ~i(w)s = S~ i(w), ~1 = ~i(S)+e. I n  analogy to this, we derive from 
i~y~wff,15 ~ = 7awi~1~2 , l~ = ~%,  y~ = ~m(~)+z, w~ = ~(~)~ = ~¢~'~(~), "~ = ¢~(~)+~. 
We can assume the minimality of I~o l, ]¢[  and conclude ~o = ~, m~ = kl ,  
m(w)  = i (w) ,  ~ = s, ~b = ~7. 
The equation 1~[3~7awff~& ~ = f i iV~wff,  a f l i~  can now be proven easily just by 
inserting all the representations computed above and using v a = ss', ~ = s's. 
This completes Subcase 1.2 and the case ] a~ [ < ] c~ I can obviously be treated 
in the very same manner. 
Case 2 
We have ul  = u~p, y~ = ~y~.  From u~wly  ~ = uzwzy  ~ we obtain now low 1 = 
wz~r and we will treat first the case where w~, wz are not overlapping. 
Subcase 2.1. Let ~- ~ A* such that/9 = wzr and (r = rw~. From (2) we get 
w~-v~ix~ = v~w~x~'~i  (8) 
for all (v, x) ~ M. 
Just as in Case 1 we can use Lemma 1 to conclude: There exist p, q ~ A*, 
p', q' ~ A+ such that, if w~ v~ e, w~ = (pp ' )~p,  v~ = (pp ' ) "~)  for all (v, x) ~ M 
and if w~e,  w~=(qq')~lq, x~ = (q'q)~(~) for all (v ,x )~M.  For (v,x) e 
{(~x, d), (fl, fl), (7, ~7)} we define 
~:=v~ if w~= 
:= (p'p) i(~l if wz @ e, 
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and 
So, we can rewrite (8) as 
for all (v, x) ~ M. 
~1 :=  Xl if W 1 = 
:=  (qq')~(~) if w~ va ~. 
rv~ =~xzr  (9) 
I t  follows immediately that there are words r. r'. 8(%). 8(~). 3(rJ2). 8(x2) ~ A * 
such that for r -/: e. r = (rr ')hr. % = (r'r) ~(~) 8(%). Xl = 8(xl)(r'r) i(~), where 
8(%) a(~)  = r ' r  and ~3~ = (rr') ~(~) 8Q3~), x~ = 3(x~)(rr') ~(~), where 8(~3~) 3(x~) = rr', 
for all (v, x) ~ M. 
To reduce this case to Case 1 we introduce the following notation: For 




,3. a :=r~ 2 if r=e  
:= (r'r)~(~)~(~2) if r =/= e 
&2:=x~ if  r=e  
:=  se(x2)(r'r) j(~ if r =/= e 
I ~(~)I  = I a(e~)l, [ ~(-~)1 = I a(-.,.)l 
~(~)  ~(x2) = r'r. 
The new formulation of Subcase 2.1 is now: If  vl~ 1 = ~2~z for all (v, x) ~ M, then 
^ ^ ^  o o ~o 
also ~fi~tY~?~1&x = &2~2Y2?~fi2~z- 
After appropriate renaming, this is nothing but  a special subcase of Case 1, 
where we had proven 
VX,~ddlX 1 = ~2WxX2 for all (v, x) ~ M 
implies 
We just have to carry over the scheme of Case 1 and additionally we have w 1 ~ e. 
Subcase 2.2. In  pw 1 = w2a now let w l ,  w2 be overlapping, i.e., there is a 
r e A* such that w 1 = Ca, w 2 = pr. And  so from (2) we derive 
pv i '~x l  = v2p'~x2~ (10) 
for all (v, x) ~ M. 
643/45/3-5 
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if 




p = (pp , ) i lp  
G~E 
= (qq')J* q 
x 1 = (q'q)~(~) 
For all (v, x) in M we define 
for some p e A*, p '  e A+, i x >/ 1 and 
for some i ( v )  >/0  and for all (% x) E M, 
for some q e A*, q' e A +, Jl ~ 1 
for some j ( x )  >~ 0 and for all (% x) e M. 
vl .r~ 1 = ~2rx2 
for all (% x)~ M. Now %f iWf f~,5~l  = ~23~92-92/~#~ is to be derived. With 
appropriate renaming this has been done already in Case 1. This completes the 
proof of Case 2 and the proof of Lemma 2. | 
As there were no restrictions on the strings and homomorphisms occuring in 
the above lemma, we can reformulate it equivalently in the following manner 
and relate it to a theorem given by Blattner and Head (1979). 
Let t i , t~ , ie ( l  .... ,9), be elements of a free monoid A*. If  
t i t  
t l t s t  9 = t l t s t9 ,  
t lt2t5tst9 " , , , , = t l t2tstst  9 , 
t t z t t  
t lt2tstTt 9 .~- t l ta t Jv t9 ,  
I l p t t  
t l t4tst6t 9 = txtatst J9  , 
I t  t l l l l  
tlt~tat5tTtst 9 = t l t2 ta ts t7 t8t9 ,  
tlt2t4tst6tst9 = t~t'2t'at'st~t~t;, 
t l l t t l f  
tltat4t5t6tTt 9 ~ txtat4tst6tvt 9 
~2 := % if p = 
:=  (p,p)i(,~) if p =/= e. 
Thus we get 
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then 
: t t t t t t t r~t~t#~t÷ t tlt2t~t4tst6tTtst9 1~2 3 4~5~6~7~8~9. 
Considering now the special case 
t 3 t£ = t 4 = t ;  = t 6 = t~ = t 8 = t~ = e 
just gives Theorem 1 of Blattner and Head (1979). 
Now, we are ready to prove our main result. 
THEOREM l~. For every context free language L C z~* (given by a CFG) there 
exists an effectively constructible finite subset L' 2 L, such that for any two homo- 
morphisms g, h on Z*, g(x) = h(x) for all x ~L'  implies g(x) = h(x) for all x ~L. 
Proof. Assume L is generated by some e-free context free grammar G = 
(N, Z, P, S). Let D' be the set of all terminal derivation trees generated by G 
such that on each path from the root to a leaf at most three nodes are labelled 
by the same nonterminal from N. L '  is now defined as the set of terminal words 
generated by D' (the yield of D'). Clearly, L '  is finite andL'  CL. 
Assume that there is a string z in L - - L '  such that g(z) =/= h(z) and let 
z be a minimal string in the sense that for each z' in L where ] z'  I < [ z t, we 
have g(z') = h(z'). By the construction of L' there is a derivation tree for z of 
the form shown in Fig. 1, for some nonterminal A, some words u, w, y and 
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Thus, by taking out any of these A-loops here, we get derivation trees 
generating words shorter than z. Now, clearly Lemma 2 applies and 
g(uoflyw'~fl&y) = h(uo~flTw~fl&y), 
completing the proof of Theorem 1. | 
DEFINITION. Let L C 27*. We say that F is a test set for L if F _C L and for any 
homomorphisms g, h: 27* --+ A*, g(x) ~ h(x) for all x ~F  implies g(x) -~ h(x) for 
all x ~L. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G = (iV, 27, P, S) be a context free grammar with n = 
card iV and m = max([ X 1: A ~ X e P). Let F --  {w ~L(G): [ w ] ~< m3"+1}. 
Then F is a (finite) test set for L(G). 
Proof. Clear by the proof of Theorem 1. | 
Obviously, Corollary 1 implies the main result of (Culik and Salomaa, 1979, 
Theorem 4.1), namely, that given a CFL L and homomorphisms g, h, it is 
decidable whether g(x) = h(x) for all x in L. 
4. EXTENSION TO gsm 
Now, we will extend our result from homomorphisms to the mappings defined 
by deterministic generalized machines (gsm's) (with accepting states). We will 
construct a single test set for all deterministic gsm with bounded number of 
states. 
THEOREM 2. For every context free language L C_ Z* (given by a CFG) and 
each natural number q there exists a finite subset L' CL  such that for any two 
functions f l  ,f2: X*- -~A* given by deterministic gsm's with at most q states, 
f i(x) = f~(x) for all x in L' implies fl(x) = f2(x) for all x in L. 
Note. The above theorem clearly does not hold, if the numbers of states are 
arbitrary. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let G = (N, 27, P, S) be an e-free CFG generating L, 
where n = card N, d = card 27, m = max(] X I ] d --> X~ P)  and k is defined as 
k -~ 2q4(n q- d) + 1. Le tL '  = {wEL(G) II w l <~ mak+l}. 
Consider any two deterministic gsm's Si = (Qi, E, A, 8i, qi ,Fi), i = 1, 2 
(of. Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) or Salomaa (1973)) such that card Qi ~< q- Let 
Di be the domain of Si ,  i = 1, 2. For x a X* and i = 1, 2, define 
fi(x) :-~ y, where x E Di ,  3~(q~, x) = (Pi,  Y) for some Pi ~ Fi 
:~--~ undefined otherwise, 
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i.e., f i  is the mapping defined by machine Si .  Furthermore, let M = L (~ 
(01 u 02) and M'  = L' c3 (01 u O~). Then, proving that f l (x)  = f~(x) for all 
x e M '  impliesfl(x ) = f2(x) for all x e M clearly establishes Theorem 2. 
We proceed as follows: f l  ,f2 are decomposed into one injective, length 
preserving function g and two homomorphisms hi ,  ha, such that for all 
x ~ D 1 td D~: f~(x) =f2(x) i f f  h~(g(x)) = h2(g(x)) , and furthermore: hl(y  ) = ha(y )
for all y e g(M' )  implies ha(y ) = ha(y ) for all y E g(M).  This function g operates 
on strings x = ala2 "" a~ e D 1 w D~ as follows. For i = 1, 2 ..... r, the letter ai 
of x is indexed by the states reached in S 1 and $2 just after reading ala 2 ... ai-1; 
and the last letter is barred if x is accepted by exactly one of the gsm's S 1 , S 2 . 
In more detail, for x : ala 2 "" ar_la r ~ D 1 U D 2 let 
g(x) = al(ml , hi) a2(m2, n2) "" ar_l(mr_l , nr_l) 5r(m~. , n~.) 
where m 1 = ql, nl = q2, 31(ql, al "" ai-1) = (mi,yl)  for some Yl ~ A*, 
~2(q2, al "'" ai-1) = (hi, Y2) for some y~ ~ A*, and 
5~=a~ if xeDl(3D~ 
=~ if xc (D  1 -D~)k) (D  2 -D1) .  
Clearly, g is length-preserving and injective and can be provided effectively by 
a deterministic gsm. 
Since the family of context free languages is effectively closed under gsm- 
mappings, we can construct a context free grammar G' = (N',  Z' ,  P', S')  such 
that L(G')  = g(M)  = g(L(G) n (D 1 k) D~)). Since the construction of G' is just 
a straightforward variant of the well-known construction with new nonterminals 
being triples from Qi × N X Qi,  we omit the details for P '  and consider only N'.  
It is obvious that the choice of 
N '  :=  {(p, q, X ,p ' ,  q'), (p, q, X ,p ' ,  q') ] XeNu Z ,p ,p '  eQ1,  q, q' eQ2} u {s'} 
is sufficient for our construction. 
Since, card N'  <~ 2q4(n j -  d) + 1 = k, by Corollary 1 it holds for any two 
homomorphisms hi,  h e on Z'*  that hl(y  ) = he(y ) for all y eg(M')  implies 
hl(y ) = h2(y ) for all y eg(M) .  Specifically, for any a e Z', p ~Q1, q eQ2 let 
hl(a(P, q)) = Yl, where 31(p, a) = (p', Yl) for some p' ~ Q1, hl(g(P, q)) = #1,  
for some new symbol #1-  Analogously, let h~(a(p, q)) = Y2, where 32(q, a) = 
(q', Y2) for some q' e Q2, h2(a(P, q)) = #2,  for some new symbol #2 @/71. Since 
g: M- -*  L(G')  is bijective and length-preserving, weconclude: hl(g(x)) = h2(g(x)) 
for all x e M '  implies hl(g(x)) = h2(g(x)) for all x e M, which proves Theorem 2, 
because of hl(g(w)) = fl(x), h2(g(x)) = f~(x) for all x eL  (3 D 1 (3 D 2 and 
hl(g(x)) e A*{#~}, hz(g(x)) e A*{#2} for all x eL  n ((D 1 --  D2) tJ (D 2 --  D1) ). | 
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Finally, we note that the proof of Theorem 2 suggests that Theorem 2 might 
be possibly extended to a larger family of languages ~,  e.g., even indexed 
languages, if the effective xistence of finite test sets were shown for ~qo and if 
has some other properties like the family of CFL. 
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